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Introduction
Beginning in the spring of 20111 the Center for the Study of Curriculum at Michigan
State University conducted a survey of school district curriculum directors/supervisors in
the 41 states that had officially adopted the new Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics (CCSSM). The Center’s goal was to provide baseline information to inform and
guide the efforts of states, local districts, and schools as each entity moves toward
implementation of the newly adopted CCSSM. The challenge of implementing the world‐
class and demanding CCSSM is likely to vary from state to state depending, for example, on
the age and quality of a state’s former mathematics standards. Additional factors likely to
affect CCSSM implementation include the ability of a state education agency to disseminate
information and expectations about the standards to local districts, schools, and teachers.
In the complex organization of the U.S. education system, district curriculum
directors sit at a critical juncture. Whether by official mandate or expectation, the state’s
official mathematics standards are expected to be faithfully implemented in the classrooms
of all schools in the state’s districts. Curriculum Directors (CDs) typically facilitate teachers’
understandings of the state’s standards and their efforts to translate them into classroom
instruction. Thus Curriculum Directors provide important indicators of local districts’
perspectives on and understanding of standards.
A sample of 698 District Curriculum Directors in 41 states completed a survey either
on the web or through a telephone interview. Samples were drawn with probabilities
proportional to district size to be representative for each state. The goals of the survey
were to assess current awareness of the CCSSM initiative, obtain an indication of how well
acquainted CDs were with specific CCSSM topics, and to document the current state of
progress of local districts’ efforts to implement the CCSSM.
All of those surveyed reported that they were aware of the CCSSM. However, at the
time they were surveyed, a small number were unaware that their state had adopted the
CCSSM (seven percent). The vast majority of CDs reported having read the CCSSM (93
percent). Among the large majority who had read the new standards, a large proportion, 58
Surveys were conducted between June 8 and December 20, 2011 by The Harrison Group
under the leadership of Dr. James Taylor.
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percent, thought that they were either “somewhat” or “pretty much” the same as their
state’s former mathematics standards.
As standards provide a framework to guide local instructional practices, many
districts have supplemental materials to further assist teachers in implementing the
standards in their classrooms. For this reason we also asked CDs to indicate how different
they perceived the CCSSM to be from the current practices within their district. A little
more than a quarter of all CDs, 28 percent, thought that their district’s current practices
reflected “major” or “large” differences from the requirements reflected in the CCSSM.
Nearly half, 47 percent, thought that there were only “moderate” differences.
Many consider change to be a challenge. One might expect CDs to be somewhat
tepid in their support of the CCSSM given the differences they perceive between their
district’s current practices and the requirements of the new standards. However, an
overwhelming majority of CDs, 90 percent, reported that they thought common standards
were a good idea. We asked them to consider a number of frequently cited reasons for
implementing the CCSSM. The most frequently endorsed reasons all pertained to the
perceived benefits for students. A large percentage of CDs indicated that doing this was
extremely important in order to: “provide a consistent, clear understanding of what
students are expected to learn” (88 percent); “provide a high quality education to our
children” (79 percent); “reflect the knowledge and skills students will need for success in
college and careers” (76 percent); and “make our system fair in providing equal
opportunities to all students” (73 percent). Although the most frequently endorsed reasons
for implementing the Common Core all reflected a concern and focus on students, CDs
anticipated a positive impact for teachers as well as students. A vast majority of CDs
thought that implementing the CCSSM would have a positive impact on “student
performance in general” (87 percent) and a positive impact on “professional development
for all teachers” (86 percent).
Curriculum Directors reported few anticipated difficulties in implementing the
CCSSM in classrooms. The most frequently identified concern had to do with a lack of
assessments appropriately aligned to the standards that could provide feedback to
classroom teachers (35 percent). As information about the assessments under
development by PARCC and Smarter Balance become available this may change. At the time
of the survey, little information about the assessments under development had been made
public. One fourth of all CDs expressed concern about the lack of textbooks that supported
the standards and a little fewer (22 percent) thought that a lack of mathematics knowledge
among teachers might be a challenge in implementing the new standards.

Current Practice Compared to the CCSSM
To assess the state of current practice as states and districts begin their efforts to
implement the CCSSM in classrooms, we presented Curriculum Directors with 81 standards
(topics to be taught) from the CCSSM and asked them to indicate at which grade or grades
each were included in the taught curriculum in their district. Only a limited number of the
standards (topics) were selected from each of the grades 1 to 8 as well as from those for
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high school (designated as grade 9 for simplicity in displays). This procedure is similar to
the curriculum topic‐grade mapping that was first developed and used in the Third
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and adapted for use with districts in
the U.S. (Schmidt, McKnight, Valverde, Houang, & Wiley, 1997; Schmidt et al, 2002). The
topics presented to CDs were carefully selected to represent the various mathematics
domains of the CCSSM at each grade. For example, for grade one: operations and algebraic
thinking, number and operation in base ten, measurement and data, and geometry. As a
result the portrait of current practice that this survey provides is not complete in two ways.
First, it does not likely portray everything that is currently intended to be taught in any
district. The list of 81 topics is extensive although limited and required much thought and
response time from CDs. As a result only those standards/topics that served as a focal point
for a grade were included. As our more recent work with districts in PROM/SE has made
clear, the general findings from TIMSS that the U.S. mathematics curriculum includes many
topics at every grade, yielding a curriculum that is “a mile wide and an inch deep”, still
holds true (page 122, Schmidt, McKnight, Raizen, 1997). The list of 81 standards/topics
represents less than 20 percent of all those included in the CCSSM from grades K‐12
although most of those not included are high school topics. Therefore the displays
presented in this report provide a window on how these selected central CCSSM
standards/topics are reflected in current practice. To the extent that current practice
appears to differ little from what is specified in the CCSSM we might conclude the
transition to teaching the full complement of CCSSM standards would be less difficult than
would be the case where current practice appears quite different from what’s specified in
the CCSSM. Such inferences are based on the assumption that the selected focal CCSSM
topics/standards are both representative of what is specified for each grade and that the
current practice for these selected standards are representative of how the full
complement of standards may be reflected in current practice.
With these caveats in mind, Displays 1‐3 provide an overview of current content
coverage as reported by Curriculum Directors. Display 1 contains the selected CCSSM
standards for the elementary grades, grades 1‐5; Display 2 has those for the middle grades,
grades 6‐8; and Display 3 shows current practice for the selected CCSSM high school
standards. In each of the displays, the symbol represents the percentage of CDs indicating
that in their district a particular topic is taught (or intended to be taught) at a specific
grade. The shaded area in each display indicates the grade or grades at which they are
included in the CCSSM. Note that for high school the CCSSM does not assign standards to
specific grades so for the sake of the displays in this report, all CCSSM high school
standards are indicated for all grades, 9‐12.
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Display 1.
1

Percenttage of Disttricts in thee 41 Statess that Curreently Intend
d Coveragee of a
Select Set
S of CCSSM
M Topics at Each of Graades 1‐5.

Several concclusions reggarding currrent practtice may bee drawn from the dissplay.
g
at which each
h topic/standard is taught.
First, theere is little agreementt as to the grade(s)
Only two
o topics dem
monstrated agreementt among mo re than 70 percent of tthe districtss and
then only for the firrst two grad
des. The lack
k of any sym
mbol also reepresents agreement aas the
lack of any
a symbol signifies th
hat the vastt majority, ii.e., at least 90 percentt or more, aagree
that the topic is no
ot taught at that grade. However, it is imporrtant to notte that theree are
very few
w topics for which this is the case. The few toopic‐grade combinatio
ons, less thaan 18
percent of all those possible, th
hat are agreeed upon byy the vast m
majority as n
not being taaught
contribu
utes to the “mile‐wid
de/inch‐deep
p” characteerization. T
The symbo
ols for the vast
majority
y of standard‐grade com
mbinations suggest theere is great diversity in
n practice am
mong
the sam
mpled distriicts. The fact
f
that all of the C
CCSSM stan
ndard‐grade specifications
designatted by the shaded areea do not have
h
symbols indicatiing the greeatest degreee of
agreemeent among districts
d
(deesignated by
b
) sugggests that tthe challengge in shiftin
ng to
full impllementation
n of the CCSSM is likely
y to vary con
nsiderably ffrom one district to ano
other
challeng
ging the goal that these standard
ds be “com
mmon,” thatt is for all children iin all
districts. A second conclusion
c
is
i that many
y districts b
begin teaching topics/standards eaarlier
4

than env
visioned in the CCSSM
M threatenin
ng both thee focus and
d coherencee of the CC
CSSM.
Finally, virtually
v
alll the elemen
ntary stand
dards are taaught well p
past the graades specified in
the CCSS
SM. The larg
ge percent of
o districts in which th
his is true su
uggests that this practice is
indicativ
ve of a partticular approach to teeaching matthematics, i.e., cyclingg through to
opics
from preevious grad
des as well as
a teaching topics for the currentt grade. Ind
deed, the dissplay
well refllects the mile‐wide, incch‐deep chaaracterizatioon of the U..S. mathemaatics curricu
ulum
noted eaarlier.
To
T illustratee the variatiion both wiithin and between staates, Append
dix 1 shows the
results for
f the fourrth grade to
opic; Undersstand decim
mal notation
n for fractions, and com
mpare
decimal fractions,
f
fo
or each of th
he 41 states..
Display 2.
2

Percenttage of Disttricts in thee 41 Statess that Curreently Intend
d Coveragee of a
Select Set
S of CCSSM
M Topics at Each of Graades 6‐8.

The
T good neews for the middle grad
des, evidentt in Displayy 2, is that tthere appeaars to
be moree consisten
nt agreemen
nt for those topic‐graade combin
nations as sspecified in
n the
CCSSM – as noted in the shad
ded area – than
t
elsewh
here. Still tthe agreemeent for teacching
these staandards doees not reach
h the greatest criterion of more thaan 70 perceent (yet alon
ne all
districts), yet for most
m
topics the
t greatestt agreemen
nt is found in those graades specified in
the CCSS
SM. Nonetheeless, reportted practicee reveals maany topics b
being taughtt well beforre the
grade sp
pecified by the
t CCSSM as
a well as peersisting weell after the specified grrades.
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To
T illustratee the variatiion both wiithin and between staates, Append
dix 2 shows the
results for
f the eighth grade topic; Undeerstand con
ngruence an
nd similarity
ty using phyysical
models, transparenc
t
cies, or geom
metry softwa
are, for each
h of the 41 sstates.
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Display 3.

Percenttage of Disttricts in thee 41 Statess that Curreently Intend
d Coveragee of a
Select Set
S of CCSSM
M Topics at Each of Graades 9‐12.

The
T high sch
hool standaards (Displaay 3) show
w the most aagreement among disttricts
that theese topics are
a currenttly taught at grades nine, ten, and eleven
n. Howeverr, the
reported
d current prractice is alsso prevalent at the mid
ddle grades.. Because eaach CD indiccated
all the grades
g
for which
w
each topic/standard was ttaught in th
heir districtt it appearss that
there is considerab
ble variatio
on from on
ne district to anotherr for the ggrades at w
which
instructiion currentlly begins forr these high
h school stan
ndards agaiin challenging the focuss and
coherence of the CC
CSSM.
To
T illustratee the variatiion both wiithin and between staates, Append
dix 3 shows the
results for
f the high school topic; Use prop
perties of ra tional and irrational nu
umbers, for each
of the 41
1 states.
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Display 4.
4

The Meean Beginn
ning Grade for Topic Coverage aand the Mean Numbeer of
Grades Elementary
y CCSSM To
opics are Tau
ught Averagged Over th
he 698 Districts.

Displays
D
1‐3 provided a summary of
o how all th
he curriculu
um directors responded
d but
they did
d not provid
de any indication of what
w
may b
be going on
n in a typiccal district with
respect to
t these top
pics. One waay to visuallize currentt instruction
n in a typicaal district w
would
be to examine the median
m
grade at which
h CDs reporrted beginn
ning instructtion. In add
dition
p the med
dian numbeer of grades CDs reportted instructtion on each
h topic is carried
we can plot
out in th
he district. Together
T
these two pro
ovide a sensse of what iinstruction on these CC
CSSM
standard
ds looks lik
ke in a typical district as seen in Display 4 for the CCSSSM elemen
ntary
grade sttandards an
nd Display 5 for the middle
m
and h
high schooll standards.. The horizontal
bars rep
present the median nu
umber of grrades each standard iss currently taught. Thee bar
begins at the mediaan grade at which
w
instru
uction was reported to
o begin. Thee horizontal bars
are shad
ded to reveeal whetherr instructio
on occurs b
before the C
CCSSM grad
de, in the ssame
grade(s)) as that in the
t CCSSM, or in gradees later than
n what is sp
pecified in th
he CCSSM. SSome
topics haave only a single‐shade
s
ed bar; otheers have barrs with morre than one shade. Thee vast
majority
y of the stan
ndards listed
d, however, have bars w
with one or two shadess, indicatingg that
most of the
t typical current
c
conttent coverag
ge occurred in grades prrior to the g
grade specifi
fied in
the CCSSSM.
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Display 5.
5

The Meean Beginn
ning Grade for Topic Coverage aand the Mean Numbeer of
Grades Middle and
d High Scho
ool CCSSM Topics are Taught Aveeraged Over the
698 Disstricts.

Displays
D
4 an
nd 5 suggesst what may
y be currentt practice in
n a typical d
district. Yet what
is “typicaal” may welll hide the great
g
variatiion that exiists in curreent content coverage accross
the man
ny districts surveyed. Since distriicts reside in states aand each state has its own
context for mathem
matics stan
ndards imp
plementatioon we sum
mmarized districts’ currrent
F each CC
CSSM stand
dard/topic w
we computted the meaan grade accross
practice by state. For
e
topic. We also co
omputed for each statee the
districts at which instruction began for each
8

mean nu
umber of grades CDs reeported that each topicc was taugh
ht. Displays 6 and 7 pro
ovide
a graphical summarry of this vaariation acrross the stattes surveyeed. Diversityy in the grade at
which in
nstruction begins
b
can be
b seen in Display 6. V
Variation in
n the number of gradees for
which in
nstruction occurs
o
for to
opics can bee seen in Diisplay 7. In each case th
hese summ
maries
were created acrosss the CCSS
SM standarrds specifieed at each grade, e.g., the first ggrade
standard
ds, the second grade sttandards, th
he third gra de standard
ds, etc. The state mean
ns for
each graade’s standaards are presented in a boxplot.
Display 6.
6 Boxplotts of Weightted State Means for Graade at which Instructio
on Begins fo
or the
CCSSM Grades’
G
Stan
ndards Averraged Over the
t States’ D
Districts.

w
the sam
me, the boxp
Iff all the statte means were
plot would appear as a horizontaal bar
represen
nting that vaalue. Howev
ver, this is not
n the casee and the bo
oxplot displaays the diveersity
among the
t state meeans. The box represen
nts half of tthe state means. More specificallyy, the
n the middlle of the disstribution o
box reprresents the half of the state means that are in
of the
means fo
or all the staates. Thus th
he box doess not repressent the larggest values nor the smaallest
values. The
T line abo
ove the box represents the mean vaalues for on
ne‐quarter o
of the statess that
have intrroduced thee typical top
pic at later grades.
g
The line below the box sho
ows the ran
nge of
mean vaalues amon
ng the quarrter of statees with thee earliest avverage grade. The desired
9

expectattion would be that the median (th
he line with
hin the box)) value of th
he means w
would
be at thee grade at which
w
the CC
CSSM call for their introoduction. Th
his is clearlyy not the caase as
in gradees 1 and 2 they
t
are typ
pically intro
oduced late r than wou
uld be expeccted and for the
remainin
ng grades eaarlier than would
w
be exxpected.
Display 7.
7

Boxplotts of Weigh
hted State Means
M
for tthe Numberr of Grades CCSSM Grades’
Standarrds Averageed over the States’ Disttricts.

Taking
T
a clo
oser look att the CCSSM
M first gradee topics in Display 6, we see thaat the
range off state means for intro
oducing theese topics w
was from ab
bout halfway through first
grade th
hrough mid‐‐way into grrade 3. In both cases itt may be thaat the state average forr one
or two of
o the first grade
g
standaards may haave been grrade 1, but tthat would iimply that o
other
of the firrst grade staandards were introduced much latter, perhapss as late as ggrade 4, graade 5,
or even later. In an
ny case, thee state mean
ns across th
he selected
d CCSSM graade 1 stand
dards
spanned
d two gradee levels, sugggesting thaat some staates began iinstruction on these to
opics
one to tw
wo years eaarlier than others. Giv
ven that theese are grad
de 1 CCSSM
M topics, thee late
introducction on these topics in other statees seems ratther problem
matic.
The
T boxplotss for the seecond, third, and fourth
h grade standards werre the only ones
for whicch some of the state means
m
accorrded with tthe CCSSM.. State means for the third
grade staandards dem
monstrated
d one of the largest rangges among tthe states, w
with some sstates
beginnin
ng to teach these stand
dards someetime duringg grade 1 w
while other states begaan to
teach theese same sttandards du
uring the fou
urth grade. The boxplo
ots for the CCSSM stand
dards
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beyond grade 4 indicated that these standards were introduced anywhere from one to
three years earlier than what is specified in the CCSSM. The early introduction of many of
these more advanced mathematics standards raises the question as to whether the CCSSM
standards have been interpreted and taught at the level of rigor conceived and presented in
the CCSSM. Given the self‐report of many elementary teachers that they do not feel they
have the academic background to teach some of the topics intended to be taught at the
grade level they teach it seems quite unlikely that they would have the required
mathematics background to teach standards the CCSSM intends for grade 8 or high school
(PROM/SE, 2006). Furthermore, the hierarchical nature of mathematics would suggest that
these more advanced concepts addressed in the standards of grades 7, 8, and high school
cannot be appropriately taught without the firm foundation of the standards in grades 4‐6,
many of which persist in current practice well into the middle school and high school
grades (see Displays 1 and 2). All of this together raises the question whether the CCSSM
standards, although read by many, have been thoroughly understood.
The story of great state variation continues in considering the length of time
standards continue to be taught as can be seen in Display 7. The vast majority of CCSSM
standards are unique for a particular grade, that is, there is the expectation that a standard
will be introduced and taught to mastery all during a single school year. Clearly this is at
odds with current practice. Without regard for the specific grade level of the standards, the
typical number of years standards are taught is in the range of three to five years. This is
true for the second grade through seventh grade standards.
In fact, the data presented here characterize the landscape surrounding the
instruction of the CCSSM as one of enormous variation both across states and across
districts within states. Furthermore the variation is also in the deviation of what is being
done and what the CCSSM call for. The results do not bode well for the implementation of
the CCSSM. These results challenge both the notion of “common” and of “core” which are
the heart of the CCSSM.
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Appendix
A
1
Percentt of Districcts in the 41
4 States th
hat Currenttly Intend C
Coverage of the
Fourth grade topic, Understa
and decimaal notation ffor fraction
ns, and com
mpare
decimal fractions.
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Appendix
A
2
Percentt of Districcts in the 41
4 States th
hat Currenttly Intend C
Coverage of the
Eighth Grade Topic, Undersstand conggruence and
d similarityy using phyysical
models,, transparen
ncies, or geometry softw
ware.
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Appendix
A
3
Percentt of Districts in the 41 States that Currently Intend Coveerage of the High
School Topic, Use properties
p
off rational an
nd irrationa
al numbers.
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